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\begin{abstract}
This paper presents the open-source glGA (OpenGL Geometric Application) framework, a lightweight, shader-based, comprehensive and easy to understand computer graphics (CG) teaching C++ system that is used for educational purposes, with emphasis on modern graphics and GPU application programming. This framework with the accompanying examples and assignments has been employed in the last three Semesters in two different courses at the Computer Science Department of the University of Crete, Greece. It encompasses four basic Examples and six Sample Assignments for computer graphics educational purposes that support all major desktop and mobile platforms, such as Windows, Linux, MacOSX and iOS using the same code base. We argue about the extensibility of this system, referring to an outstanding postgraduate project built on top of glGA for the creation of an Augmented Reality Environment, in which life-size, virtual characters exist in a marker-less real scene. Subsequently, we present the learning results of the adoption of this CG framework by both undergraduate and postgraduate university courses as far as the success rate and student grasp of major, modern, shader-based CG topics is concerned. Finally, we summarize the novel educative features that are implemented in glGA, in comparison with other systems, as a medium for improving the teaching of modern CG and GPU application programming.
\end{abstract}

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): K.3.2 [Computers and Education]: Computer and Information Science Education—Computer Science Education

1. Introduction

Computer Graphics (CG) is a topic that not only requires from students a background in science, engineering and basic mathematics, such as linear algebra, but it also demands sufficient C/C++ application programming skills. The major changes in graphics h/w over the past few years have led to significant changes in the new ways CG s/w is been written as well as taught in university courses. CG has been part of the 4-year academic curriculum of the computer science department at the University of Crete during the last 20 years. It has also been a major topic of research, which had also led to the organization of CGI in 2004 and Eurographics in 2008 by the University of Crete. Over these years we had experimented with various methods of teaching computer graphics [AS12]: from the algorithmic approach, to the survey approach and recently the programming approach. We have adopted and extended the modern, shader-based OpenGL (GL) approach from [AS11] and opted for a completely revised undergraduate and graduate course curriculum in CG, focusing on the recent, exciting GPU-based languages and APIs.

The OpenGL Geometric Application (glGA) is a C++ CG framework that we have developed based on [AS12], [D13], [M13] and [TMO13], in order to help the students face most of the novice CG difficulties, while understanding at the same time the concepts required for a newcomer to accomplish engaging CG course assignments (e.g. from Blinn-Phong lighting to shadow and normal mapping and from basic skinned character animation to augmented reality simulation). This framework has been used in both offered courses at undergraduate as well as postgraduate level. The first undergraduate course is CS358, which covers basic notions in computer graphics [AS12] [TPP*07] via a 13-week and three, two-hour lectures per week. Not only the students learn about geometrical transformations but they also work via glGA on modern, engaging assignments implementing them in modern OpenGL and the GL shading language (GLSL) [RLG*10]. With the help of simple GUI widgets that they develop, they can comprehend all shader parameters from Blinn-Phong lighting, to material colors and camera positions, directions and skinned character animation parameters. Three assignments in two week intervals were assigned and an optional final bonus one. The second course that we worked with glGA is
the postgraduate CS553, which extends previously introduced CG topics in modeling, rendering and animation. In CS553, also a 13-week and three, two-hour lectures per week schedule was followed. Here as well, each one of the attendees had to complete a set of assignments, as well as a final project that is based on latest publications in the above areas. Both of these courses demanded significant engagement and practical work by the students in order to be completed successfully. It was stressed to both students that the emphasis was on portfolio building or strengthening their understanding on CG for their potential industrial IT or academic careers. The educational approach followed was of project-based learning and learning by design as already highlighted in [R13] and [KC*03].

Before the introduction of glGA, both the attendees and the instructor faced a number of difficulties, since shader-based OpenGL [AS11] was a totally new addition at the CS curriculum of the University of Crete and furthermore it had to be presented to students with no prior particular experience of C++, except only C or Java. It has been proven over the semesters of its introduction, that glGA can empower student knowledge in multiphase, shader-based CG development, from simple geometrical and lighting examples to textured, rigged and animated virtual characters with 3D scene GUI interactive parameter-altering capabilities. The glGA framework has been tested in the last three semesters at Computer Science Department of University of Crete (winter 2012, spring 2013 and the winter 2013 semester).

In this paper we will discuss exhaustively all of the educational aspects of glGA as an alternative for shader-based CG educational tool with a new insight that increases student learning: based on the "keep it simple" programming rule, when students are introduced to new, modern CG concepts in one semester, they can simply and quickly implement and understand them through a thin but powerful layered architecture of open-source CG libraries that a) hide non-graphics related tasks b) expose the heavyweight GPU programming tasks. Thus they avoid the steep learning curve or advanced C++ and software engineering concepts that other complete CG frameworks feature (e.g. NGL, Ogre3D or OpenSceneGraph) or 'black-box' commercial engines (e.g. Unity, Unreal). To highlight the above, we also provide basic examples and sample assignments that we employed so that instructors can take them straight into their classrooms. Finally we present an example of an outstanding student project based on glGA on life-size, marker-less augmented reality (AR) character simulation.

2. The glGA Framework Description

glGA is a modern, shader-based CG simulation framework designed to offer simplicity to students that want to explore CG but also empower them so that at a later stage they can easily migrate to a modern game-engine, having understood underlying GPU-based application programming concepts. Not only it contains four introductory examples for the students, but it also contains six adjustable sample applications that can be used by the instructor as assignments. All open-source code samples that are implemented in glGA run in all major 3 desktop platforms: Windows, Linux and OSX with no modifications other than the definition of the platform in a single #define. The exact same code base that is used in glGA can run in any of these platforms, producing the same results as it is based on modern OpenGL. Furthermore, the same glGA framework and its examples can also be executed as they are, in mobile architectures such as iOS (Android is also currently been implemented), accompanied with an Objective C/C++ wrapper, due to the requirements of iOS.

One of our primary aims was that the novice students would not be discouraged at the beginning by the burst of CG application development information from books & net tutorials. Our main educative testing field was the undergraduate CS358 course where basic CG concepts were taught. Our primary objective was that every student that undertook the CG development tasks would be able to build from scratch, colloquial but engaging, shader-based 3D real-time CG applications. These applications would be based on firm knowledge given by the course lectures on topics such as: window initialization, the GL shading language, linear algebra matrix transformations, window events, modeling, materials and lighting, texturing, 3D model loading, and even more advanced topics such as linear blend skinned character animation and GUI-based scene and scenegraph manipulation in real-time. In the following sections (2.1 and 2.2) we present the basic examples that come as part of the standard glGA framework as well as a sample of the different assignments (1,2,3) and (4,5,6) that were presented to the students of the undergraduate (CS358) course during two semesters. Besides the examples in glGA we present basic assignments in pairs as they cover topics of equivalent increasing complexity. The sample lecture course slides (assuming as course textbook the one from [TPP*07]) are soon to be released as open course notes under the University of Crete open lectures and regarding the assignment material, instructors are welcome to contact the main author.

2.1 Examples

BasicWindow: This is the first example (Figure 1) that someone has to understand in order to have a basic start in the CG field. It shows how a student can initialize a window employing the well-known open-source GLFW window toolkit and create a graphics context using either the OpenGL 2.1 compatibility profile or OpenGL 3.2 core profile. We also employed the GLEW open-source s/w library to load the GL extensions and to retrieve support information on our hardware. In the main loop, a very simple empty scene rendering is taking place by clearing the color buffer with a basic RGB color.
The use of GLSL rendering pipeline is demonstrated in this example. In the basic application, the students are taught the use of GLSL shaders. The students learn about the use of GLSL to create and handle shaders. They are also taught how to create and handle functions, which are called within the main() function. In the basic example, the main() function has to perform the following tasks:

1. Load and compile the shaders. The vertex and fragment shader code is read from the shader files and stored in the vertex and fragment shader source code string variables. After compiling the source code, they are attached to a GL shader program object.

2. Create a Vertex Buffer Object (VBO). Usually a VAO can contain multiple VBOs. To keep the example simple, we prepared the code in the main() function to use only one VBO. In the example, we use only one VBO. If we need to define positions and colors, which correspond to one position and one color for each vertex of the geometry, then the code for each vertex is as follows:

```
// Fill VBO with vertex data
void loadVertices(float* vertices, int size)
{
    int stride = sizeof(float) * 3; // Position stride
    int offset = 0;
    for (int i = 0; i < size; i++)
    {
        glVertexAttribPointer(0, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(1, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(2, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(3, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(4, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(5, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(6, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(7, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(8, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(9, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(10, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(11, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(12, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(13, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(14, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(15, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(16, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(17, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(18, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(19, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(20, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(21, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(22, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(23, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(24, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(25, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(26, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(27, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(28, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(29, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(30, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(31, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(32, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(33, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(34, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(35, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(36, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(37, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(38, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(39, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(40, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(41, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(42, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(43, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(44, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(45, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(46, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(47, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(48, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(49, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(50, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(51, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(52, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(53, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(54, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(55, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(56, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(57, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(58, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(59, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(60, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(61, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(62, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(63, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(64, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(65, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(66, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(67, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(68, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(69, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(70, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(71, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(72, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(73, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(74, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(75, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(76, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(77, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(78, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(79, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(80, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(81, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(82, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(83, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(84, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(85, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(86, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(87, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(88, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(89, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*)offset);
        glVertexAttribPointer(90, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, stride, (void*...
3. Create and connect the attributes that will use the VBO data in shaders: Having stored the required rendering data in the VBO, the final task is to define the attributes that will be associated and connected with the colors and positions provided in the scene description. Hence we create two shader parameters with the names vPosition and vColor that are used in the Vertex Shader and show how to connect them to the respective VBO arrays.

2.2 glGA Sample Assignments

All of the previous examples are given to the students within the basic glGA distribution via the course e-learning web-site, in order to help them in their initial steps to CG application development. In this section we describe some of the assignments that the students had to accomplish in the undergraduate CG course (CS358). The first three were given in 2012 (1, 2, 3) and the final three (4, 5, 6) in 2013. We present them in pairs (1-4, 2-5, 3-6) as they progress with increasing but similar difficulty, following the progression of the respective oral lectures given by the instructor and occasional tutorial by the course TAs:

Assignment1 & Assignment4: In these first assignments, the students have to learn to use uniform parameters and matrix transformations in order to apply the vertex processing on basic 3D objects and convert them from object space to window coordinates. To do so, they have to pass the Model, View and Projection matrices in a vertex shader and multiply them correctly with them vertex positions. In this manner they can grasp interactively the notions of the virtual camera that allows them to navigate around the 3D scene. For the creation of the GL View and Projection matrix representations, the students use the open-source GLM library that provides them with all the needed helper mathematical structures and functions, such as: lookAt(...), perspective(...), vec3, mat4 etc. The final multiplication of the matrices is taking place in the vertex shader, in the correct order for column-vectors and the GL column-major matrices. The major difference between Assignments 1 and 4, was that in the later one, the use of the AntTweakBar GUI lib was asked in order to handle the view matrix and other parameters in real-time.

Assignment2 & Assignment5: In these assignments, students learned how to implement the basic blinn-phong illumination model, in order to add local lighting properties on the rendered objects. A number of built-in functions were used in the shaders in order to achieve the expected results. The difference in these two assignments is that assignment 2 uses the cube from the previous assignment, while assignment 5 asks for a user-loaded 3D model on which the algorithm is applied. That means in assignment 5 students had to use the provided helper glGAMesh component that allows for 3D model loading, abstracting the open-source, C++ Assimp s/w library for various 3D-formats asset loading.

Assignment3 & Assignment6 with Optional Bonus Assignment: In this final round of assignments the student is introduced to texturing and skinned characters. Assignment 3 implements basic texturing on a cube, while Assignment 6 applies it on an animated-skinned or static, external 3D model. To support textures, students have to activate the Texture class in the glGAHelper component by defining the #define USE_MAGIC. The loading of skinned models as well as their rendering is implemented in the glGARigMesh helper class. The vertex shader of assignment 6 also contains the bone matrix multiplications with the vertex positions necessary for linear blend skinning implementation.

Figure 5: Assignment 2 (left) and Assignment 5 (right).

Figure 6: Assignment 3 (left) and Assignment 6 (right).

Figure 7: Normal & shadow mapping bonus assignment.

In the figure above, the bonus, optional assignment is illustrated. Based on the textures on hard shadows and texturing, students were asked to implement in glGA the normal and shadow-mapping algorithms for any 3D model loaded with the glGAMesh or glGARigMesh helper classes.
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2.3 Utility functions and classes provided

In order to help the students to avoid some elementary tasks required for the assignments (e.g. shader loading and compilation, texture handling etc.) or abstract the use of external, open-source libraries (e.g. Assimp) we have created a minimal set of utility functions and classes that implement these tasks. Thus, we provide them with only 3 small utility classes: glGAHelper, glGASStaticMesh and glGARigMesh. These few classes and associated functions are implemented in C/C++ and illustrated in Figure 8.

2.3.1 Shader Loader

The function LoadShaders() simplifies loading and compiling of shaders: First, it reads the vertex and fragment shader files that are given as parameters and stores them in string variables. Then, both shader source codes are compiled and checked for errors. In the end, they are linked to the program that will be used for rendering.

2.3.2 Texture class

This small utility class simplifies external image loading form various formats and handles the texture object creation in OpenGL (generating, binding, initializing with texture environment parameters).

2.3.3 Model Loader

This functionality is connected to the final glGAMesh and glGARigMesh classes. The first one is used for static 3D model loading, while the second one for skinned and animated. In order to render a model, students need to load the mesh from the external resources using the respective class methods. These 2 classes parse the model files and create a geometry tree corresponding to the scene retrieved from the file. After that the student can retrieve in C++ the positions, normals and texture coordinates which then can be used in vertex buffer objects. In case the model is skinned, glGARigMesh class creates also a bone data structure that contains information about all of the bones used from each vertex.

2.3.4 Real-Time Animation

As we have mentioned, glGA supports from simple 3D models up to animated, skinned characters. In order to help the students visualize the externally rigged virtual characters (e.g. Collada or MD5 models) glGA provides the functionality required to parse the bone tree in real-time and retrieve the transformation matrix from each one of the joints. These matrices are then passed as uniform and vertex attribute parameters to the vertex shader.

2.3.5 glGA external, open-source dependencies and framework overall architecture

In the following table and figure below we provide the clear and concise overview of the glGA external dependencies. Six well-known, well-documented and actively supported open-source libraries are utilized under the hood of glGA. The basic glGA application contains in a single file, only the main(), init() and display() C++ methods, so that a student in one parse can understand the existing examples and also create the new functionality required in the assignments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Library</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GLFW</td>
<td>Window creation and OpenGL context handling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLEW</td>
<td>OpenGL extension loading library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLM</td>
<td>Template-based, C++ mathematics library similar to GLSL built-in math functions and types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AntTweakBar</td>
<td>GUI toolkit for widget creation and real-time shader/scene parameter handling based on user input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Magick</td>
<td>Multi-format Image/Texture loading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assimp</td>
<td>Loading of static or skinned models</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: glGA Open-source, external s/w libraries

Figure 8: The glGA overall framework s/w architecture

2.4 Platforms Supported

We have developed glGA in such a way so that all of its examples and sample assignments can run in any of the standard desktop and mobile platforms: Windows, Linux, OSX and iOS. In order for all of those (10 in total) applications to be supported, we had to create a short PlatformWrapper component that handles the platform specific functionality.

In addition to the desktop platforms of Windows, Linux and OSX, the glGA examples are also supported in the mobile iOS platform. Here is where the PlatformWrapper is also employed not only due to the header files but also due to the different OpenGLES methods and calls (instead
of standard OpenGL. An additional difference between desktop and mobile platforms is the way that external assets (e.g. textures, 3D models etc.) are loaded by the application. E.g. iOS uses bundles, while Windows, Linux and Mac retrieve the assets directly from the disk with either relative or absolute paths. Other than these, the current time retrieval is also different from desktop to mobile. E.g. it is essential during character animation, where we have to recalculate the matrix transformations based on the time passed since the animation started. As we have already mentioned, the code of the examples and assignments is in portable, standard C++, thus a standard C++ compiler (e.g. gcc, LLVM, Intel or Microsoft) is mandatory to be employed. In glGA, we have also included some IDE project files for certain platforms already set up and ready to be built and executed. The project files that exist in glGA are for Visual Studio 2010 for Windows and Xcode 5.0.2 for Mac and iOS, while we also provide the basic gcc/g++ makefiles for Linux. The only modification required is to define the specific platform on top of the PlatformWrapper header file. Of course, other IDEs can also be used as long as they support standard C++.

2.5 AR glGA as an outstanding student project

As part of the learning context of the graduate course in Computer Graphics at the University of Crete, is to encourage individual students to bring their creativity in new CG applications via project-based learning [R13]. Thus a creative post-graduate student chose as his course project to explore the capabilities of the METAIO SDK (http://www.metaio.com/sdk/) and investigate how to integrate it to an application of glGA, based on our previous works in AR characters [VLP*04] and [PMT07] with the results shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Marker-less AR of a Virtual Character (left) along with a Real Character (right) as rendered in the same scene in an iPod 4.

The task was to create an iOS mobile marker-less Augmented Reality (AR) application that embeds the glGA skeleton-based deformable animated virtual human characters in a real scene. The vision-based camera tracking functionality was provided by the METAIO SDK.

2.6 Results & Discussion

This glGA framework has been tested in the last three semesters at the Computer Science Department of the University of Crete. Specifically in 2012, 50 students registered for CS358, while 32 participated in the course assignments (not mandatory as the total mark was 70% from the final exams and 30% from the assignments). With average score 1.9 out of 3 in assignments and 70% success rate in the finals, we can say that our effort to teach shader-based Computer Graphics to students with no previous experience has been successful as all students that participated in the assignments could write moderately complex CG applications using shaders, by the middle of the course, as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: The grades of those that participated in Assignments. Vertical Axis refers to grade while the horizontal refers to students (32 students participated total). Average score 1.9 out of 3, along with 0.15 for bonus tasks.

However, novice students (especially those never exposed to third-party open-source libraries) faced difficulties setting up their build environment. For that reason the instructor with the help of the three course TAs carried out the following necessary actions: a) setup an online forum for questions/answers on the course c-learning site, b) during each lecture devoted time on live Q&A session and c) recorded video tutorials on how to build certain open-source libraries from scratch (e.g. Assimp, ImageMagick) in case the students could not use the already provided ones, due to platform issues (e.g. 64-bit vs 32-bit etc.). It has to be noted that most students have used before Linux and few of them OSX for programming but a large number of them wanted to try Visual Studio IDE and Windows. Hence the TAs had also to strive with the fact that many students needed help on that migration. However, students did not receive any extra help apart from the lectures, the lecture notes and the above Q&A sessions online or during the course (i.e. no extra helper code was provided).

Online code and tutorials [TM013], [D13], [M13] are valuable but not always helpful to appreciate the larger context as they tend to solve only particular CG or platform specific issues, while missing always some features e.g. mobile platform integration, GUI toolkit functionality etc.
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or rely on complex s/w engineering classes and external libraries that the student has first to understand before proceed with the CG task. Other similar, exceptional previous works on shader-based teaching have also to be mentioned, such as [FWW12], [AS12], [BC07], and [OZC*05] but they follow different approaches as they are either based on s/w rasterizers, or focus on only surface material shader effects or do not contain valuable features such as 3D asset loading, character animation and GUI widgets. During the provided CG courses, students were encouraged to explore the whole CG pipeline of modeling, rendering, animation and a large number of them responded enthusiastically: i.e. they modeled in Google Sketchup™ their 3D models, textured them and exported them in the Collada™ format. Subsequently used glGA to load these models and use them in their assignments for rendering and animation. A small subset of students they also voluntarily created small 3D games only using glGA and what they have learned during the course.

2.7 Conclusions & Future Work

It is undoubtedly hard for someone new as an undergraduate student to enter the CG field. And if he/she has to program a complex graphics application and at the same time learn a new language (GL Shading Language) is even harder. This is why many CG educators still teach the deprecated, fixed-function OpenGL or rely on far more complex game engines or other toolkits that hide difficult notions from the end user. However, they often end up either abstracting too much (black-box effect) or pose extensive s/w engineering demands. We have managed to create a simple, thin-layer, open-source framework that curbs the CG complexity by easily allowing students to grasp basic but exciting modern CG principles. In the meantime it prepares them with all the necessary knowledge through the hands-on assignments to later take on larger CG scene graphs frameworks or game engines. The provided series of glGA examples and assignments that can be used for educational purposes have proven to be able to help students comprehend the ways of creating modern 3D GPU-based applications.

glGA will continue to be supported and evolve (include geometry and tessellation shaders) with more examples and sample assignments as well as more documentation. We also want to support more Integrated Development Environments, specifically for Linux, as well as more platforms such as Android (already under-way). A CG class teaches far more than a good API or framework but a good framework empowers the CG educator to teach key topics in computer graphics in an easier and more engaging way. glGA aims to hide the non-graphics related programming tasks and expose the students directly to the underlying heavyweight art of GPU-based application development and algorithm implementation. glGA can be accessed freely at: http://george.papagiannakis.org/?page_id=513
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BasicCubeGUI c++ code (important parts, based on [AS12]):

```cpp
const int NumVertices = 36;
typedef color4 vec4;
typedef point4 vec3;

void main()
{
    glUseProgram(program);
    glActiveTexture(GL_TEXTURE0);
    glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, texArray);
    glBlendFunc(GL_SRC_ALPHA, GL_ONE_MINUS_SRC_ALPHA);
    glDepthFunc(GL_LESS);
    glCullFace(GL_FALSE);
    glDisable(GL_TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP);
    glDisable(GL_LIGHTING);
    glClearColor(0.0f, 0.0f, 0.0f, 1.0f);
}
```

```cpp
#version 150 core

out vec4 vColor;

in vec4 vPosition;

uniform vec3 MaterialDiffuseColor;
uniform vec3 LightDirection;
uniform vec3 LightPosition;
uniform vec3 LightAmbientColor;
uniform vec3 LightDiffuseColor;
uniform vec3 LightSpecularColor;
uniform vec3 MaterialSpecularColor;
uniform float LightIntensity;
uniform float shininess;
uniform vec3 MaterialDiffuseColor;
uniform vec3 MaterialAmbientColor;
uniform vec3 MaterialSpecularColor;
uniform vec3 LightDiffuseColor;
uniform vec3 LightSpecularColor;

void main()
{
    vec4 color = vColor;
    glColor4fv(&color);
    glFragColor(color);
}
```

```cpp
void main()
{
    glActiveTexture(GL_TEXTURE0);
    glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, texArray);
    glBlendFunc(GL_SRC_ALPHA, GL_ONE_MINUS_SRC_ALPHA);
    glDepthFunc(GL_LESS);
    glCullFace(GL_FALSE);
    glDisable(GL_TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP);
    glDisable(GL_LIGHTING);
    glClearColor(0.0f, 0.0f, 0.0f, 1.0f);
    glUseProgram(program);
    glActiveTexture(GL_TEXTURE0);
    glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, texArray);
    glBlendFunc(GL_SRC_ALPHA, GL_ONE_MINUS_SRC_ALPHA);
    glDepthFunc(GL_LESS);
    glCullFace(GL_FALSE);
    glDisable(GL_TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP);
    glDisable(GL_LIGHTING);
    glClearColor(0.0f, 0.0f, 0.0f, 1.0f);
}
```

BasicCubeGUI Vertex Shader:
version 150 core
in vec4 vPosition;
in vec4 vColor;
out vec4 color
void main()
{
    gl_Position = vPosition;
    color = vColor;
}
```

BasicCubeGUI Fragment Shader:
version 150 core
in vec4 color;
out vec4 colorOUT;
void main()
{
    colorOUT = color;
}
```

Assignment 5 Blinn-Phong Illumination Model (Fragment Shader):
version 150 core
// Data as passed from vertex shader
in vec3 wPosition;
in vec3 eyeDirection;
in vec3 lightDirection;
in vec3 normal;
out vec4 colorOUT;
uniform vec3 LightPosition;
uniform vec3 MaterialDiffuseColor;
uniform vec3 MaterialAmbientColor;
uniform vec3 MaterialSpecularColor;
uniform float LightIntensity;
uniform float shininess;
uniform vec3 LightDiffuseColor;
uniform vec3 LightSpecularColor;
uniform vec3 LightAmbientColor;
uniform vec3 LightSpecularColor;
void main()
{
    vec3 n = normalize(normal);
    vec3 v = normalize(eyeDirection);
    vec3 H = normalize(v + n);
    float cosAlpha = pow(max(dot(n, H), 0.0), shininess);
    // Attenuation
    d = length(wPosition - wPosition);
    colorOUT = vec4(isMaterialAmbientColor ? LightAmbientColor : MaterialDiffuseColor * LightIntensity * cosTheta / (d*d) + MaterialSpecularColor * LightSpecularColor * LightIntensity * cosAlpha / (d*d), 1.0);
}
```
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